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Take the this not as a step back but as a step in the right direction it may be easier to find some one to write out what you need and then take it from there.. 6 matches Well my friend the chinese do not have as we in the world of the west a thing as a alphabet.. But be worned that in both chinese and japanese there is one indavidual charecter for every word in the language.. And these words cannot be broken down into letters as we know it. They use a system of strokes to denote words or sounds to be joined that in turn can mean completely diffrent words so unless you know 1) what the words you want are in chinese ( be it cantonese or mandarin the main dilects among several hundred
in china) or the charaters that would make the sounds of the words in english (sound simulation).. I would stay clear of this line of thought 2) The japanese have also a charater based writen form almost the same as chinese but also have a second form of writing called Kanji which is used to make the sounds of western words which they have no actual japanese meanings such as brand names.
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